Abstract-Lazy scheduling, i.e. setting transmit power and rate in response to data traffic as low as possible while satisfying delay constraints, is a known formulation of energy efficient transmission. Solutions exist for offline and infinite-horizon online versions of the problem. This paper addresses the finite horizon online transmission scheduling problem under stochastic packet arrival, energy harvesting and channel variation processes. The main contribution is a mechanism to obtain an online algorithm using explicit closed form expressions of the derived offline optimal policy. The resulting low complexity online algorithm attains near-optimal performance, not only asymptotically, but also in the practically interesting short term.
I. INTRODUCTION
Energy efficient packet scheduling with data arrival and deadline constraints has been the topic of numerous studies (e.g., [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] ). Energy harvesting constraints have been incorporated in the recent years within these offline and online formulations (e.g., [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] .) A criticism that offline formulations often received is that the resulting offline policies did little to suggest good online policies. On the other hand, direct online formulations have been disconnected from offline formulations and the resulting policies (optimal policies or heuristics) have eluded explicit closed form expression as opposed to offline policies. This paper presents an approach for going from an offline formulation to an online policy. The problem posed (in Sec. II) embodies data and energy causality constraints, as well as channel variations in a discrete time formulation, such that there is a finite number of time slots in which the data needs to be sent. Such a finite-horizon formulation is not only realistic considering practical scenarios, but also makes a substantial difference in the nature of the resulting policies (see, e.g. [11] in contrast with [12] .) As observed in [8] , optimality in the finite horizon, as opposed to infinite horizon, requires a much finer control. Depending on the short-term statistics of channel, energy and traffic, a long-term throughput optimal (i.e. stable) policy (e.g., [12] ) may be quite far off in terms of finite-horizon throughput or energy consumption, compared with even a simple adaptive heuristic [13] .
We start in the next section by a definition of the problem and its offline solution. This is followed by an online heuristic obtained from the offline solution, and a study of its performance.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Let {H n }, {B n } and {γ n } be discrete time Markov processes representing energy arrivals, packet arrivals and channel fading, respectively, where n is the time slot index. Particularly, H n is the amount of energy that becomes available in slot n (harvested during slot n − 1), B n is the size of the packet that becomes available at the beginning of slot n and γ n is the average channel gain level in slot n. As in the online lazy problem, the objective of this problem is to minimize a cost which is the sum of the energy cost of undelivered data and the total energy consumed within a transmission time window of N slots.
By the Markovian assumption, in order to make the optimal decision for transmission power and rate, it is sufficient to know the present battery level, data buffer state and channel gain. Let (e n , b n , γ n ) be the state vector representing these values on time slot n. The following dynamic programming equation relates the cost J n (e n , b n , γ n ) of being in this state at time n to the cost for the next time slot n + 1 where s denotes the length of a slot:
ρ n and r n are transmission power and rate decisions which are chosen from a finite set M.
The cost at the last time slot of transmission window is given by:
For a given transmision power level ρ n , transmission rate r n is restricted to a maximum value of transmission rate which is determined by a certain bit error rate and channel gain level. Therefore, the set M is also a function of channel state γ n .
Transmission rate r n may be a function of signal to noise ratio (SNR) which is essentially proportional to the product of transmission power and channel gain. (r n = g(ρ n γ n )). Accordingly, the optimal decision for a time slot n can be expressed by a pair of transmission power and rate (ρ n , r n ) or only one of them if they are one-to-one related.
In its most general form, the dynamic programming formulation of the problem suffers from being high dimensional since it requires states to be evaluated individually. For this reason, rather than inspecting the dynamic programming solution, we explore the optimal offline as a vehicle to obtain an online heuristic.
A. Offline Solution
The offline solution derived here covers a particular version of the problem making two basic assumptions: The transmission power and rate have a one-to-one relation through the AWGN channel capacity formula and the energy cost of retaining b units of data C(b) is infinite for any nonzero value of b.
In the rest, let r n be equal to the AWGN capacity of the channel such that r n = W log 2 (1 + ρ n γ n ) where W is bandwidth of the channel. Then, energy and packet arrival constraints for a time slot n can be expressed by at most 2N − 2n + 2 inequalities. (N − n + 1 for energy arrivals and N − n + 1 for packet arrivals.)
where s is the length of a time slot.
Let the transmission power decision ρ n be determined by a water level w n so that ρ n = (w n − 1 γn )
+ . (This is required to minimize energy consumption per transmitted data under given channel constraints, see, e.g., [11] .) Then, the above inequalities can be rewritten as in below:
The water level w n should be nondecreasing in time (w n ≤ w n+1 ) because otherwise one can always reallocate consumed energy and transmitted bits to improve overall energy/bit efficiency without violating causality constraints due to energy and packet arrivals.
Theorem 1:
In an optimal offline transmission schedule, the water level w n is non-decreasing with slot index n.
Proof: We will show that if the water level of any slot n is higher than the water level of the next slot n+1 (w n > w n+1 ), then, there is an offline transmision schedule which achieves at least the same throughput or consumes at the most the same amount of energy with the initial schedule. Consider the energy allocation and total throughput obtained in the period consisting of slots n and n + 1. Since the slot n is the predecessor of the slot n + 1, energy consumed or data transmitted within the slot n can be transferred to the slot n + 1.
Let g(w n , w n+1 ) be the total throughput over slots n and n + 1:
and h(w n , w n+1 ) be the total amount of energy consumed over slots n and n + 1:
It can be shown, using a standard Lagrange multiplier argument, that due to the concavity of log 2 function, g(w n , w n+1 ) is maximized when w n = w n+1 where h(w n , w n+1 ) is constant. Similarly, h(w n , w n+1 ) is minimized when w n = w n+1 where g(w n , w n+1 ) is constant. Therefore, if w n > w n+1 , reassigning water levels so that w n = w n+1 by keeping consumed energy or transmitted data constant does not decrease the total throughput or increase the total amount of energy consumed Accordingly, the water level w n is bounded by following inequalities:
The above inequalities can be rearranged as in the following: 
As there is no other constraint on the water level w n , it can be set to min(w e
Then, by such energy transfers, the overall throughput increase can be at most ∆K which is given below:
Since water levels are non-decreasing in an energy efficient schedule, w m s cannot be smaller than w n . Accordingly, by the concavity of log 2 (.) function, ∆K cannot be positive. Hence, in an energy efficient schedule, to improve overall throughput there is no use of saving energy more at any slot n where min(w e n , w b n ) level is reachable. If we assume C(b) is infinite for b > 0, all received data should be transmitted to have a finite total energy cost in generalized online lazy scheduling. The following theorem states that the offline optimal solution is a throughput maximizing schedule for this case.
Theorem 3:
Consider the case when C(b N +1 ) = ∞ for b N +1 > 0 and there exists a feasible offline solution that transmits all data within the time horizon. Then, throughput maximizing schedule with nondecreasing water levels also minimizes the total energy cost.
Proof: To decrease energy consumption of a throughput maximizing schedule, it is needed to decrease water level for at least one slot where transmission power is nonzero (i.e. w * n ≥ 1 γn ) but this also decreases the total throughput and makes b N +1 nonzero. Accordingly, in order to compensate for the decrease in the total throughput, water level of another slot (where transmission power is nonzero) should be increased and this is not possible since water levels are already set to their maximum value satisfying the energy-efficiency constraint that dictates w n ≤ w n+1 for any time slot n.
The theorem also holds if the ratio C(b)/b is larger than energy/bit rate during any time slot in all possible transmission schedules which guarantees that any decrease on water levels increases the total energy cost. Hence, throughput maximizing schedules are also offline optimal solutions of generalized online lazy scheduling problem when the cost C(b) is sufficiently large. From (10) and (11) 
where w
n is the kth iteration value and w
(1)
The offline optimal power level ρ * n that maximizes total throughput can be approached by the estimated water level, w (k) n , which gives the optimal water level after infinitely many iteration steps.
In practice, a few steps of iteration can be sufficient to obtain estimated water levels which are reasonably close to optimal water levels.
B. A Directly Online Problem Formulation
Before we carry the offline solution above to the online setting, we digress and consider an online formulation which illustrates the reasoning in the next section. Consider maximizing the expected total throughtput for a time window of N slots. For any online policy using water levelŝ w [ŵ 1 ,ŵ 2 , ....,ŵ N ], let V (ŵ) denote the expected total throughput achievable by that online policy.
Clearly, the expected total throughput achievable by using offline throughput maximizing water levels w * [w * 1 , w * 2 , ...., w * N ] surpasses the expected total throughput of any online policy.
By using Jensen's inequality and total expectation the difference V (w * ) − V (ŵ) can be bounded as follows:
where
for any l, then it is guaranteed that V (w * ) is closer to V (ŵ). However, this may not always be possible since the expectation also depends on present data-energy levels and policies by w * andŵ could follow different paths in terms of data-energy levels. Yet, choosing such values forŵ l makes present dataenergy levels of the online policy closer to corresponding dataenergy levels for the throughput maximizing offline optimal policy. Moreover, if offline optimal water levels w * l were weakly dependent on present data-energy levels as in the beginning of a time window, this would not be a problem.
Meanwhile, note that here, as opposed to sec. II, there is no requirement on the processes {H n }, {B n } and {γ n } being Markovian. Instead, histories of the processes {H n }, {B n } are incorporated in the bound.
C. Going Online
The discussion above suggests that a good heuristic online policy can be obtained by converting the throughput maximizing offline through estimation of the values of w ; o.w.
Note that no prior knowledge of data or energy arrival or fading statistics is assumed.
The estimate of the throughput maximizing water level can be computed iteratively:
is the kth iteration of the estimated value of throughput maximizing water level andŵ 
III. NUMERICAL STUDY OF THE POLICIES
The purpose of the numerical study is to compare the online heuristic with the optimal offline policy, under Markovian arrival processes. For the packet arrival process, a Markov model having two states (l(0) = 0 (i.e. no packet arrival) and l(1) = 10kB (packet arrival of constant size 10 KB)) with transition probabilities q 00 = 0.9, q 01 = 0.1, q 10 = 0.58, q 11 = 0.42 where slot duration is 1ms and the transmission window is N = 100 slots. Gilbert-Elliot channel is assumed where good (γ good = 30) and bad (γ bad = 12) states appear with equal probabilies. (P (γ n = γ good ) = 0.5 and P (γ n = γ bad ) = 0.5 ) Similarly, in energy harvesting process, energy harvests of 50nJs are assumed to occur with a probability of 0.5 at each slot.
For a typical sample realization of packet arrival, energy harvesting and channel fading processes, water level profiles of throughput maximizing optimal offline policy and online heuristic policy are shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b) . Fig. 1 (a) shows water level profiles when transmission window size N is set to 100 slots and Fig. 1 (b) shows water level profiles when transmission window size is extended to 200 slots. In the first 100 slot, water level profiles are similar to each other though ,due to the relaxation of the deadline constraint, both optimal and heuristic water levels sligthly decrease when transmission window size is doubled.
To illustrate the effect of transmission window size, average throughput performances and energy consumption of throughput maximizing offline optimal policy and online heuristic are compared against varying transmission window size in Fig. 2 (a) and (b) , respectively. The average performances of both offline optimal policy and online heuristic tend to saturate as transmission window size increases beyond 100 slots. The experiment is repeated in Fig. 3 , for the case where energy harvesting process remains in the same state with 0.9 probability and switches to other state with probability 0.1. 
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, finite horizon energy efficient transmission schemes are investigated. A more general problem, considering energy arrivals as well as channel variation, is defined. The relationship of the optimal offline solution to throughput maximization is shown analytically and its optimality for energy cost minimizing is also proven under certain conditions. Based on throughput maximizing offline optimal solution, an online heuristic, which does not require prior statistical knowledge, is presented, and is observed to achieve close to offline optimal performance in simulations. Average throughput (a) and energy consumption per slot (b) comparison of throughput maximizing optimal offline policy (red) and online heuristic policy (blue) against varying transmission window size for stationary energy harvesting.
